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Abstract: The key problem in the development process of a tiltrotor is its mathematical modeling.
Regarding that, this paper proposes a dividing modeling method which divides a tiltrotor into five
parts (rotor, wing, fuselage, horizontal tail, and vertical fin) and to develop aerodynamic models
for each of them. In that way, force and moment generated by each part are obtained. Then by
blade element theory, we develop the rotor’s dynamic model and rotor flapping angle expression;
by mature lifting line theory, the build dynamic models of the wings, fuselage, horizontal tail and
vertical fin and the rotors’ dynamic interference on wings, as well as nacelle tilt’s variation against
center of gravity and moment of inertia, are taken into account. In MATLAB/Simulink simulation
environment, a non-linear tiltrotor simulation model is built, Trim command is applied to trim the
tiltrotor, and the XV-15 tiltrotor is taken as an example to validate rationality of the model developed.
In the end, the non-linear simulation model is linearized to obtain a state-space matrix, and thus the
stability analysis of the tiltrotor is performed.

Keywords: tiltrotor; blade element theory; flight mechanical model; flight simulation; stability analysis

1. Introduction

A tiltrotor is an important derivative of short take-off and vertical landing (STOVL)
aircraft. As a hybrid vehicle, it combines the merits of both a helicopter and a fixed-wing
aircraft. It can hover and vertically take off and land like a helicopter and fly forward
fast like a fixed-wing aircraft. A tiltrotor has a nacelle installed at every wingtip. The
nacelle can tilt 0–90◦ and switch from helicopter mode and transition mode to flight
mode. A tiltrotor has many flight modes as Figure 1 and thus is granted with wide flight
envelope, which brings great development potential but also many technical issues [1–6].
For example, there is airflow disturbance between the rotor and the wing; the aerodynamic
parameters of the aircraft change sharply in the transition section of the tiltrotor aircraft;
and there are problems such as redundancy of multiple control surfaces, large aerodynamic
coupling between different channels of the tilt rotor aircraft, and poor aerodynamic stability
during high-speed flight. Due to its complexity in terms of dynamics, building a complete
mathematical model becomes significant for designing the flight control system, which
justifies its difficulty as well. This is why mathematical modeling is a critical technical issue
for a tiltrotor.
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Reference [7] investigates optimal tiltrotor flight trajectories considering the possibility
of engine failure. A two-dimensional longitudinal rigid body model of a tiltrotor aircraft is
used. It has certain limitations in implementation. References [8,9] built a tiltrotor’s 3DOF
kinematic model in which the tiltrotor’s dynamics was over-simplified. Reference [10]
built a more complete 6DOF kinematic model, but the blade’s moment of inertia was
over-treated, the aerodynamic parts were over-simplified, and aerodynamic interferences
between the nacelle dynamics and aerodynamic parts were not considered. The tiltro-
tor model of V-22 built in reference [11] was good for flight property calculation, flight
simulation and the aircraft’s stability analysis. Reference [12] build a general parametric
flight dynamics model which can be used for online identification purpose in the three
flight modes of tiltrotor aircraft (i.e., helicopter mode, conversion mode, and fixed-wing
mode) is developed, and an unideal noise model is also introduced in order to minimize the
parameter identification error caused by measurement noise. It can be seen that with the
development of system identification, the research on identifying the stability derivative,
maneuverability derivative and linear model of tilt rotor aircraft through flight data is also
developing rapidly in references [13–15]; the modified blade element analysis theory is used
to model the rotor, and the modified momentum theory is used to calculate the induced
velocity in reference [16]. The model built in reference [17] considers the variation of each
blade’s flapping due to the elasticity of the blades. In model of reference [18], Primary
dynamic equations of the model are developed considering nacelles tilting dynamics. they
laid more focus on rotor dynamics or nacelles tilting dynamics. However, they did not
conduct further studies concerning the other components and interference characteristics.

Reference [19] built an even better basic dynamic model by studying dynamics issues
like aerodynamic interference, change of center of gravity, and gyroscopic moment’s
interference on the airframe in transition mode. Apart from the aerodynamic effects, the
flight dynamic model also includes a model of the air data system and the feedback control
laws. However, this study lacked an analysis of the relative force, forming principles of
moment, and control plane.

This paper adopts the dividing modeling method, which breaks down a tiltrotor into
five parts, rotor, wing, fuselage, horizontal tail and vertical fin, develops aerodynamic
models for each part, and thus obtains force and moment generated by each part. In the
MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment, a non-linear tiltrotor simulation model is
built. The trim command is applied to trim the tiltrotor and an XV-15 tiltrotor is taken as
an example to validate the accuracy and rationality of the model developed. In the end,
the non-linear simulation model is linearized to obtain a state-space matrix. The stability
derivative and eigenvalue of the tiltrotor are analyzed and furthermore the tiltrotor’s
stability in each flight mode is studied.

2. Tiltrotor Aircraft Aerodynamic Model

The main aerodynamic components of a tiltrotor aircraft are its rotor, wing, fuselage,
horizontal tail (incl. horizontal rudder) and vertical fin (incl. vertical rudder). This paper
is going to develop aerodynamic models for each component. The aerodynamic force of
each component will find its solution in wind axis system and finally be converted to body
axis system through the conversion matrix. Figure 2 shows the components of the tiltrotor
aircraft and the schematic diagram of some axis coordinate systems.

In order to establish an accurate flight dynamics model of tiltrotor aircraft and avoid
being complex, the following basic assumptions are made in this paper

(1) The earth axis system is assumed to be an inertial reference system;
(2) Assuming that the earth is flat, the curvature of the earth is not considered;
(3) Tiltrotor aircraft are considered as rigid bodies;
(4) The rotor blades are bending rigid and linear torsion;
(5) The blade waving motion is calculated by taking the first-order harmonic;
(6) The angle of attack and sideslip angle are small angles;
(7) Ignore the influence of rotor downwash flow on the fuselage;
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(8) Aerodynamic interference between left and right rotors is not considered;
(9) Tiltrotor aircraft is left-right symmetrical, and its longitudinal axis is its plane of symmetry.
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2.1. Center of Gravity and Moment of Inertia

The center of gravity of a tiltrotor changes in its longitudinal plane as the nacelle tilts,
which causes the change of the moment of inertia as well. Center-of-gravity position and
moment of inertia are functions of the nacelle angle.

The nacelle angle βM = 0, center-of-gravity position is the initial position. The
variation of center-of-mass position as the nacelle angle changes is expressed as:

∆x =
mNACRH sin βM

m
(1)

∆z =
mNACRH(1− cos βM)

m
(2)

where, RH is the rotor’s height against the wing, mNAC is the mass of the nacelle system, m
is the gross weight of the airframe.

Moment of inertia changes along with the nacelle angle βM change, which is formu-
lated as [10]:

I = I0 − KIβM (3)

where I0 is the moments of inertia of any axis in helicopter mode. KI is the coefficient of
the moment of corresponding inertia.

2.2. Rotor Aerodynamic Model

The rotor is the most important component of a tiltrotor. In helicopter mode, the rotor
is the main lifting and control surface. In fixed-wing mode, the rotor is the propeller. While
in transition mode, the rotor plays the aforesaid three roles together. That explains why it
is one of the critical technologies to build a precise rotor model for a tiltrotor’s modeling.

Compared with a helicopter, a tiltrotor’s mathematical model is far more complicated
thanks to the aerodynamic interferences between rotors and wings. Rotors’ downwash flow
confluences at wings, and expands along wings to the fuselage, forming a “fountain flow
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effect”, which boosts rotors’ induced velocity. However, on the other hand, the blocking
effect from wings to rotors is similar to ground effect and reduces that induced velocity. As
a tiltrotor is flying at a low speed, fountain flow effect and blocking effect are generating
equivalent induced velocities, which imply the aerodynamic interference from wings to
rotors is negligible. Therefore, a tiltrotor can be considered equal to the aerodynamic model
of an isolated rotor.

A tiltrotor is composed of left and right two rotors. They tilt in the opposite direction.
The right one tilts counter-clockwise while the left one tilts clockwise. Since two rotors use
the same modeling method but only differ in terms of some symbols, this paper is going to
take the right rotor as an example and to build its aerodynamic model.

According to the helicopter flight dynamics theory [20], external forces on blades in
flapping plane are aerodynamic force, centrifugal force, gravity force, inertia force, etc. The
resultant moment of above forces against flapping hinge is 0, that is, ∑ M = 0.

Thus, the rotor flapping motion equation is:

Ib
..
β + IbΩ2β = MT −Msg (4)

where, ∆x, ∆z is the variation of center of gravity as the nacelle tilts.
The velocity being converted to the rotor hub wind axis system at the rotor hub center

in the aircraft-body axis system is: uh
vh
wh

 = CHW
H CH

NACCNAC
B

 uh
vh
wh


B

(5)

Tangential velocity and vertical velocity of the rotor profile, respectively, are:

UT = ΩR(
r
R
+ µ sin ψ) (6)

UP = ΩR(λ0 − µβ cos ψ)− ν1 − r
.
β (7)

By blade element theory, take blade element of radial position on propeller and width
dr, and chord b, therefore lift force and resistance force of blade element are:

dY =
1
2

CyρW2bdr =
1
2

Cyρ(U2
T + U2

P)bdr (8)

dX =
1
2

CxρW2bdr =
1
2

Cxρ(U2
T + U2

P)bdr (9)

Component force converted to flapping plane is:

dT = dY cos β∗ − dX sin β∗ (10)

dQ = dX cos β∗ + dY sin β∗ (11)

The projection of blade element’s aerodynamics onto the rotor structure axis system
constitutes the rotor’s elemental force and moment dTs, dHs, dSs, dMk.

Integrate the above blade element elemental aerodynamic force and moment along the
propeller, take its average value against position angle, and then multiply with the number
of blades to get the force and moment generated by rotors: Ts, Hs, Ss, Mk.

In calculating the rotor’s elemental force, its induced velocity cannot be calculated
directly by explicit formula. This paper applies the iteration method. Given the initial value
of induced velocity in the rotor’s vertical velocity, the rotor’s thrust is obtained by above
equation and the new induced velocity by momentum theory is calculated as below:

v′1 = v1d(1 +
r
R

cos ψ) (12)
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Equivalent induced velocity is:

v1d =
ΩRCT

4
√

λ1
2 + µ2

(13)

where λ1 is inflow ratio: λ1 = λ0 − v1d/ΩR, CT is the rotor thrust coefficient.
If v1 and v′1 are close enough, iteration will exit, otherwise renew v1 with (v1 + v′1)/2.

It will work out the rotor’s induced velocity as well as its force and moment.
Convert the force and moment of the rotor into aircraft-body axis system to get its

force and moment in that system: FxR
FyR
FzR

 = CB
NACCNAC

H CH
HW

 Hs
Ss
Ts

 (14)

 MxR
MyR
MzR

 = CB
NACCNAC

H CH
HW

 0
0

Mk

+

 0 −zh yh
zh 0 −xh
−yh xh 0

 FxR
FyR
FzR

 (15)

Follow the same principle to work out the force and moment of the left rotor in
aircraft-body axis system.

2.3. Wing Aerodynamic Model

Wing aerodynamic model of a tiltrotor is the most complex among all other compo-
nents. In helicopter and transition modes, rotors’ downwash flow causes complicated
aerodynamic interference on wings. This paper assumes wings are rigid and have no elastic
distortion, and its aerodynamic center is the working point of force and moment.

A tiltrotor has a left wing and a right wing. Take the left wing as an example to work
out its force and moment.

As a tiltrotor is flying at a low speed, rotors’ downwash flow confluences at wings and
forms “fountain effect”. To precisely develop the wing model, the wing is divided into two
parts: the first part is slipstream zone affected by rotor wake disturbance while the other
part is free flow zone free from rotor disturbance. The two zones are shown as Figure 3:
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It’s hard to precisely calculate the area of slipstream zone, but the below formula can
approximately estimate that area [7]:

Swss = Swssmax

[
sin(1.386(

π

2
− βM)) + cos(3.114(

π

2
− βM))

]µmax − µ

µmax
(16)

where, Swssmax is the maximum area of slipstream zone, µmax is advance ratio in helicopter
mode when the wing is free from impact of rotor wake.
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The area of free flow zone Sw f s is the result of wing area deducting slipstream
zone area.

(1) Force and moment in slipstream zone

In slipstream zone, the wing’s air velocity is the sum of the rotor’s induced velocity at
wings and inflow ahead. uwsl

vwsl
wwsl

 =

 u
v
w

+

 0 zwsl −ywsl
−zwsl 0 xwsl
ywsl −xwsl 0

 p
q
r

+

 v1d sin βM
0
−v1d cos βM

 (17)

In helicopter mode, the left wing aerodynamic center has the position against the
airframe center of gravity as Pwsl0 =

[
xwsl0 ywsl0 zwsl0

]T . As the nacelle tilts, the
wing’s aerodynamic center position is:

Pwsl =

 xwsl
ywsl
zwsl

 =

 xwsl0 − ∆x
ywsl0

zwsl0 − ∆z

 (18)

where, ∆x, ∆z is the variation of center of gravity as the nacelle tilts.
Force and moment in the aircraft body axis system are: Fxwsl

Fywsl
Fzwsl

 =

 cos αwsl 0 − sin αwsl
0 1 0

sin αwsl 0 cos αwsl

 −Dwsl
0

−Lwsl

 (19)

 Mxwsl
Mywsl
Mzwsl

 =

 0 −zwsl ywsl
zwsl 0 −xwsl
−ywsl xwsl 0

 Fxwsl
Fywsl
Fzwsl

+

 0
Mwsl

0

 (20)

(2) Force and moment in free flow zone

Free flow zone is dynamic. In helicopter mode, its area is the smallest. Then as the
nacelle tilts, part of slipstream zone turns into free flow zone. Therefore, a free flow zone
can be considered as two parts: the first part is the zone always being free flow zone (incl.
wing flap), and the other part is the zone turned from slipstream zone due to nacelle tilting
(incl. aileron).

In free flow zone, wing air velocity is only related to front incident flow. In calculating
these two parts, aerodynamic center position deserves more attention.

First, calculate the air velocity [ uw f l1 vw f l1 ww f l1 ]
T , [ uw f l1 vw f l1 ww f l1 ]

T in
the two parts free flow zone of the wing, respectively, and then calculate the aerodynamic
center dynamic pressure qw f l1, qw f l2 and angle of attack αw f l1, αw f l2, respectively, in the
free flow zone of the left wing according to the air velocity in the free flow zone.

Then, calculate the Lift force Lw f l1, Lw f l2, resistance force Dw f l1, Dw f l2 and moment
Mw f l1, Mw f l2 of left wing in free flow zone are:

Aerodynamics in free flow zone in the aircraft-body axis system are: Fxw f l
Fyw f l
Fzw f l

 =

 cos αw f l 0 − sin αw f l
0 1 0

sin αw f l 0 cos αw f l

 −Dw f l
0

−Lw f l

 (21)

Moment in free flow zone in the aircraft-body axis system are: Mxw f l
Myw f l
Mzw f l

 =

 0 −zw f l yw f l
zw f l 0 −xw f l
−yw f l xw f l 0

 Fxw f l
Fyw f l
Fzw f l

+

 0
Mw f l

0

 (22)
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Take the sum of force and moment of the left wing in slipstream zone and free flow
zone, which is the force and moment received by the left wing. Follow the same principle
to get the force and moment of the right wing. The total force and moment on left and right
wings are the gross sum of forces and moments of all wings.

2.4. Fuselage Aerodynamic Model

The fuselage is complex in structure and subject to aerodynamic disturbance from
rotors and wings. This paper is going to neglect aerodynamic disturbance from rotors
and wings and apply a simplified approach to fuselage modelling. Force and moment
of the fuselage are calculated in local wind axis system, working point is the airframe
aerodynamic center, which means the calculated force and moment need converted to the
body axis system.

First, calculate air velocity [ u f v f w f ]
T at fuselage aerodynamic center (x f , y f , z f ),

and then calculate dynamic pressure q f , angle of attack α f and sideslip angle of the fuselage
β f according to the air velocity at fuselage aerodynamic center.

Then, calculate the aerodynamic force D f , S f , L f and moment M f x, M f y, M f z of the
fuselage in wind axis system.

At the end, work out aerodynamic force and moment of the fuselage in body axis
system through the conversion matrix from wind axis frame to body axis frame. FxF

FyF
FzF

 =

 cos β f − sin β f 0
sin β f cos β f 0

0 0 1

 cos α f 0 − sin α f
0 1 0

sin α f 0 cos α f

 −D f
S f
−L f

 (23)

 MxF
MyF
MzF

 =

 cos β f − sin β f 0
sin β f cos β f 0

0 0 1

 cos α f 0 − sin α f
0 1 0

sin α f 0 cos α f

 M f x
M f y
M f z

+

 0 −z f y f
z f 0 −x f
−y f x f 0

 FxF
FyF
FzF

 (24)

2.5. Horizontal Tail Aerodynamic Model

Rotor wake has minor impact on horizontal tail, so rotor wake will be overlooked in
this paper. Calculate aerodynamic force of horizontal tail and elevator by following the
way of treating a fixed-wing. Airflow of horizontal tail pressure center (xHT , yHT , zHT) is
the sum of airframe linear velocity and angular velocity.

First, calculate air velocity [ uHT vHT wHT ]
T at horizontal tail pressure center, and

then calculate dynamic pressure qHT , angle of attack αHT and sideslip angle of the fuselage
βHT according to the air velocity at horizontal tail pressure center.

Then, calculate the lift force LHT and resistance force DHT of a horizontal tail in local
wind axis system.

Force and torque in wind axis system are converted into body axis system: FHT
FHT
FHT

 =

 cos βHT − sin βHT 0
sin βHT cos βHT 0

0 0 1

 cos αHT 0 − sin αHT
0 1 0

sin αHT 0 cos αHT

 −DHT
0

−LHT

 (25)

 MHT
MHT
MHT

 =

 0 −zHT 0
zHT 0 −xHT

0 xHT 0

 FHT
FHT
FHT

 (26)

2.6. Vertical Fin Aerodynamic Model

The vertical fin and rudder have a similar modelling method as horizontal tail. Calcu-
late aerodynamic force and moment of vertical fin in wind axis system and then convert
them to body axis system. A tiltrotor has two vertical fins, so it’s necessary to develop
models for both left and right fins. This paper will take the left fin as an example.
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Calculate air velocity [ uVT vVT wVT ]
T at vertical fin aerodynamic center

(xVT , yVT , zVT), and then calculate dynamic pressure qVT , angle of attack αVT and sideslip
angle of the fuselage βVT according to the air velocity at vertical fin aerodynamic center.

Thus, aerodynamic force of the vertical fin in wind axis system is:

LVT = qVT AVT(CL,VT + ∆CL,VT) = qVT AVT

[
aVT(αVT − α0) +

∂Cl,V

∂δrud
δrud

]
(27)

DVT = qVT AVTCD,VT (28)

Aerodynamic force and moment converted to body axis system are: FxVT
FyVT
FzVT

 =

 cos βVT − sin βVT 0
sin βVT cos βVT 0

0 0 1

 cos αVT − sin αVT 0
sin αVT cos αVT 0

0 0 1

 −DVT
−LVT

0

 (29)

 MVT
MVT
MVT

 =

 0 −zVT yVT
zVT 0 −xVT
−yVT xVT 0

 FxVT
FyVT
FzVT

 (30)

In the same way, work out force and moment of the right vertical fin. The sum of
force and moment of the right and left fins is the gross force and moment of vertical fins in
aircraft-body axis system.

3. Nonlinear Simulation Modelling

The resultant external force and moment exerted on a tiltrotor is: Fx
Fy
Fz

 =

 FxR
FyR
FzR


L

+

 FxR
FyR
FzR


R

+

 FxW
FyW
FzW


L

+

 FxW
FyW
FzW


R

+

 FxF
FyF
FzF

+

 FHT
FHT
FHT

+

 FVT
FVT
FVT


L

+

 FVT
FVT
FVT


R

(31)

 Mx

My

Mz

 =

 MxR
MyR
MzR


L

+

 MxR
MyR
MzR


R

+

 MxW
MyW
MzW


L

+

 MxW
MyW
MzW


R

+

 MxF
MyF
MzF

+

 MHT
MHT
MHT

+

 MVT
MVT
MVT


L

+

 MVT
MVT
MVT


R

(32)

According to momentum theorem, we can get: .
u
.
v
.

w

 =
1
m

 Fx
Fy
Fz

+ CB
D

 0
0
g

−
 0 −r q

r 0 −p
−q p 0

 u
v
w

 (33)

According to theorem of moment of momentum, we can get: .
p
.
q
.
r

 = I−1

 Mx
My
Mz

− I−1

 0 −r q
r 0 −p
−q p 0

I (34)

where

I =

 Ixx −Ixy −Ixz
−Iyx Iyy −Iyz
−Izx −Izy Izz

 (35)

Supplementary kinematic equation group is:
.
φ
.
θ
.
ψ

 =

 1 sin φ tan θ cos φ tan θ
0 cos φ − sin φ
0 sin φ sec θ cos φ sec θ

 p
q
r

 (36)
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The above is a tiltrotor’s 6DOF flight dynamics equation. The above equation group,
if solved, will determine the aircraft’s flight condition. This paper uses Function S of
MATLAB to develop a tiltrotor’s non-linear simulation model. From Section 1, it’s known
that respective aerodynamic models for the rotor, wing, fuselage, horizontal tail and vertical
fin will be developed. Substitute the calculated force and moment from each component to
6DOF flight dynamics equation, which will get us the nonlinear mathematical modelling of
a tiltrotor aircraft. The model has the structure diagram as described in Figure 4:
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4. Trimming and Result Analysis

After the non-linear simulation model is built, it is necessary to validate its effective-
ness and accuracy. Thus, this paper is going to compare trimming results of the built model
and actual trimming results. Considering the inevitability of errors, if the change trend is
aligned and values are close, it can be deduced that the built model reflects flight character-
istics of a tiltrotor, which means the model built in this paper is accurate and effective.

Steady flight is the case where the aircraft’s linear and angular velocity are constant.
Then all external forces and moments exerted on the aircraft are zero, the aircraft stays in
state of equilibrium. The maneuver applied to reach equilibrium is called trim control. The
trimming calculation is based the condition that force and moment acting on the aircraft in
steady flight condition is balanced, and then use appropriate mathematical algorithms to
define control inputs in trimmed condition. Mathematically speaking, trimming is the point
to make sure the system status derivative as zero. The most popular trimming methods are
the Newton iteration method, simplex method, steepest descent method, genetic algorithm,
particle swarm optimization algorithm, etc. Meanwhile, MATLAB/Simulink toolkit also
provides trim function, which also uses optimization algorithms. Thus, this paper is going
to perform trimming with trim function.

This paper takes an XV-15 tiltrotor as an example, builds its mathematical model
in Simulink, and then trims it with the trim function. Trimming results in helicopter
mode, flight mode and transition mode where nacelle tilt angles are 15◦ and 75◦ are
given hereafter.

Trimming results in helicopter mode and flight mode is as Figure 5, Trimming results
at transition mode when nacelle tilt angle is 75◦ and 15◦ is as Figure 6:
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Trimming results are analyzed in below:
In helicopter mode: an aircraft starts forward flight from hovering. With the velocity

increasing, disturbance from wings to rotors reduces, lift force provided by wings starts to
increase, collective pitch input starts to reduce. As the aircraft flight velocity increases, a
forward force is necessary to supply, thus need increase vertical pitch. The bigger the flight
velocity is, the bigger vertical pitch is necessary to be supplied. At the meantime of vertical
pitch increase, nose-down pitch is generated, which means the aircraft’s angle of pitch will
continuously reduce.

In-flight mode: rotors are equivalent to propellers. As the flight velocity increases,
resistance on the airframe and propeller plane increases. To overcome the resistance, it is
necessary to increase collective pitch. While with the velocity increases, rudder effectiveness
reinforces, so the rudder maneuver decreases continuously.

Transition mode: when the nacelle tilt angle is 15◦, use helicopter manipulation
method, compared to helicopter mode, forward flight velocity is the same and collective
pitch maneuver is quite small, which is mainly caused by nacelle tilt leading to the dramatic
reduction of blocking effect of wings on rotors. In the meantime, flight velocity increases
and lift force provided by wings increases, so the collective pitch control keeps on reducing.
Forward force generated by nacelle tilt, backward force generated by propeller plane
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moving backward, velocity increasing, pitch angle decreasing, more nose-down and vertical
cyclic feathering reduction all together lead to a negative vertical pitch.

When the nacelle tilt angle is 75◦, use fixed-wing aircraft control. Compared to aircraft
mode, forward flight velocity is the same and collective pitch maneuver is quite small,
which is due to the fact that the rotors have been equaled to propellers. As the nacelle angle
increases, propeller plane resistance increases along, which needs a bigger collective pitch
to generate thrust to obtain balance.

To test accuracy and effectiveness of the model, this paper will take flight model as an
example. Given the comparison between the balancing results of the mathematical model,
the GTRS results and the actual balancing results of XV-15 is given. The comparison result
is as Figure 7.
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The balancing results are completely consistent in trend, which shows that the model is
feasible and reasonable. However, due to the lack of the data of XV-15, there will inevitably
be some differences in the results. the model does not need a lot of experimental data to
look up the table, which makes the model have good universality.

5. Tiltrotor Maneuvering Stability Characteristics Analysis

Flight dynamic linear differential equations, to simplify analysis and equation solution.
Non-linear model can be linearized by following steps as Figure 8:
The above figure describes how to turn a non-linear model to linear model. Linear

model is obtained by linearizing a steady flight condition and by trimming kinematic
equations of that steady flight condition to obtain corresponding steady-state values.

Balance point is shown as Equation (37):

f (xe, ue) = 0 (37)

where, xe is the trimmed value of state vector. ue is the control vector in steady state.
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At balance point, a small disturbance on flight kinematic equation being assumed and
trimmed will get the linearized model, which is written to state space as:

.
x(t) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) (38)

where, x(t) is state variable, u(t) is control variable. A and B are matrixes of coefficients.
Where, state variable is:

x = [ u v w p q r φ θ ψ ]
T (39)

Control variable is:

u = [ δc δcc δe δec δail δele δrud ]
T (40)

In Equation (38):

A =



Fu
x Fv

x Fw
x Fp

x Fq
x Fr

x 0 −mg cos θ cos φ mg cos θ sin φ

Fu
y Fv

y Fw
y Fp

y Fq
y Fr

y mg cos θ cos φ −mg sin θ 0
Fu

z Fv
z Fw

z Fp
z Fq

z Fr
z −mg cos θ sin φ −mg sin θ 0

Mu
x Mv

x Mw
x Mp

x Mq
x Mr

x 0 0 0
Mu

y Mv
y Mw

y Mp
y Mq

y Mr
y 0 0 0

Mu
z Mv

z Mw
z Mp

z Mq
z Mr

z 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 tan θ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 sec θ 0 0 0


(41)

B =



Fδc
x Fδcc

x Fδe
x Fδec

x Fδail
x Fδele

x Fδrud
x

Fδc
y Fδcc

y Fδe
y Fδec

y Fδail
y Fδele

y Fδrud
y

Fδc
z Fδcc

z Fδe
z Fδec

z Fδail
z Fδele

z Fδrud
xz

Mδc
x Mδcc

x Mδe
x Mδec

x Mδail
x Mδele

x Mδrud
x

Mδc
y Mδcc

y Mδe
y Mδec

y Mδail
y Mδele

y Mδrud
y

Mδc
z Mδcc

z Mδe
z Mδec

z Mδail
z Mδele

z Mδrud
z

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0


(42)
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In the previous section, the aircraft’s balance point is trimmed. By the function Linmod
in the MATLAB/Simulink environment, one can obtain a non-linear model near the balance
point linearized and obtain an A matrix and B matrix.

5.1. Helicopter Mode
5.1.1. Derivative Analysis

The parameters of matrix A and matrix B in helicopter mode are shown in Tables 1
and 2. Stability derivative analysis on Matrix A is performed as below:

Table 1. Linearized state matrix A in helicopter mode.

Matrix A ∂u ∂v ∂w ∂p ∂q ∂r ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ

∂Fx −0.0580 0 0.0187 0 0.4600 0 0 −9.8046 0
∂Fy 0 0.5453 0 0.7229 0 −0.2858 9.8046 0 0
∂Fz −0.1099 −0.0003 −0.0944 0 0.3296 0 0 −0.4429 0

∂Mx 0 0.1097 0 0.0719 0 0.0423 0 0 0
∂My 0.0078 0 −0.0136 0 −0.1815 0 0 0 0
∂Mz 0 0.4464 0 0.9910 0 −0.0660 0 0 0
∂φ 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
∂θ 0 0 0 0 1 0.0452 0 0 0
∂ψ 0 0 0 0 0 1.0010 0 0 0

Table 2. Linearized input matrix B in helicopter mode.

Matrix B ∂δc ∂δcc ∂δe ∂δec ∂δail ∂δele ∂δrud

∂Fx 2.1930 0 11.3653 0 0 0 0
∂Fy 0 3.3550 0 0.1902 0 0 0
∂Fz −41.4224 0 −0.0880 0 0 −0.0001 0

∂Mx 0 −17.0922 0 −0.0929 0 0 0
∂My −0.1171 0 −4.4119 0 0 −0.0001 0
∂Mz 0 0.9384 0 −3.6585 −3.6585 0 0
∂φ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∂θ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∂ψ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Fu
x , Fu

z : forward flight speed u increases, rotors flap backward, rotor thrust vector is
backward, which results in Fu

x as negative. At the meantime, upward thrust of wings and
horizontal tail increases, Fu

z as negative.
Fw

x , Fw
z :Fw

x : being small explains that disturbance of vertical speed has little impact
on force in X direction. Increase of will enlarge the rotor’s angle of attack, thrust of rotor
increases, thus Fw

x is positive and Fw
z is negative.

Fq
x , Fq

z : as an airframe has pitching movement, passive flapping will happen, a1w =(
− 16

γb

q
Ω + p

Ω

)
/
(

1− 1
2 µ2
)

decreases, thus Fq
x and Fq

z are positive.

Fθ
x , Fθ

z : θ increase leads to the rotor’s angle of attack and thrust of rotor increasing, thus
Fθ

z is negative. And, analogous to instability of helicopter angle of attack, rotors reverse
backward, Fθ

x is negative.
Mu

y , Mw
y and Mq

y: forward flight speed increases, rotor tip plane is reversing, backward
force increases, pitch-up moment is generated, Mu

y is positive. Mw
y being zero is since the

vertical distance from the rotor hub to the aircraft center is short, moment change is small.
As analyzed afore, as there is pitching movement, passive flapping happens, the increased
force in X and Y directions leads to nose-down moment, and thus Mq

y is negative.

5.1.2. Eigenvalue Analysis

Eigenvalue is a very important characteristic of analyzing stability of the model. It
demonstrates a vehicle’s motion modes under different flight conditions. Since longitudinal
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and lateral coupling of a helicopter is severe, for easier analysis, this paper is going to
discuss longitudinal module and lateral module in helicopter mode separately.

By observing eigenvalues as Table 3, it can be found that a tiltrotor’s right half plane
in helicopter mode has roots, which means its stability in such mode is poor and control
system must be applied to improve stability.

Table 3. Eigenvalue of longitudinal module and lateral module in helicopter mode.

Helicopter Hovering Status Eigenvalue

Longitudinal

0.1850 + 0.3665i
0.1850 − 0.3665i
−0.3520 + 0.0643i
−0.3520 − 0.0643i

Lateral

−0.2862 − 0.9332i
−0.2862 + 0.9332i
−0.2257
1.3495

0

Longitudinal eigenvalue: motion modes of velocity and angle of attack corresponding
to a pair of positive complex conjugate roots are similar, with long period and divergent.
Motion modes of angle of attack and angle of pitch corresponding to a pair of negative
complex conjugate roots converge fast.

Lateral eigenvalue: the mode of complex conjugate roots is similar to the oscillation
mode of longitudinal hovering. Large negative real root corresponds to rolling convergence
mode. Since rotors rotate behind the airframe, rotors have larger rolling aerodynamic
damping and converge faster. Small negative root represents spiral mode. Zero root means
level flight in any heading course has no difference.

5.2. Flight Mode
5.2.1. Derivative Analysis

The parameters of matrix A and matrix B in flight mode are shown in Tables 4 and 5.
Stability derivative analysis on Matrix A is performed as below:

Table 4. Linearized state matrix A in flight mode.

Matrix A ∂u ∂v ∂w ∂p ∂q ∂r ∂φ ∂θ ∂ψ

∂Fx −0.3112 0 0.1477 0 −0.9607 −0.0717 0 −9.8143 0
∂Fy 0 −0.5236 −0.0001 0.7131 0 −99.0077 9.8143 0 0
∂Fz −0.1191 −0.8137 −1.1330 0 97.3686 −0.2118 0 −0.0723 0

∂Mx 0 0.1425 0 −0.6207 0 −0.1000 0 0 0
∂My 0.0241 0 −0.3377 0 −1.4017 0.0693 0 0 0
∂Mz 0 0.0685 0 −0.1094 0 −0.9424 0 0 0
∂φ 0 0 0 1 0 0.0074 0 0 0
∂θ 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
∂ψ 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Table 5. Linearized input matrix B in flight mode.

Matrix B ∂δc ∂δcc ∂δe ∂δec ∂δail ∂δele ∂δrud

∂Fx 71.0156 0 −6.3152 0 0 0.0794 0
∂Fy 0 −2.9203 0 2.5071 0 0 −5.4356
∂Fz −18.1784 0 14.7210 0 0 −10.7707 0

∂Mx 0 −18.8236 0 8.3808 −1.0303 0 −0.4183
∂My −4.2089 0 −3.3294 0 0 −15.7326 0
∂Mz 0 −23.4353 0 2.3839 −0.0223 0 2.4838
∂φ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∂θ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
∂ψ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Fu
x , Fu

z : forward flight speed u increases, airframe resistance and propeller resistance
increase, and thrust generated by wings increase, which leads to Fu

x as negative. Thrusts of
wings and horizontal tail increase, Fu

z as negative.
Fw

x , Fw
z : increases, vertical upward air flow increases, angle of attack of wings increases,

lift component in X direction increases, so Fw
x is positive. increase leads to the increase of

thrust of wings, Fw
z is negative.

Fq
x , Fq

z : q increase, downward airflow at wings is generated, thrust of wings reduces,
Fq

z is positive. Backward thrust component of wings increases, Fq
x is negative.

Fθ
x , Fθ

z : θ increase, thrust vector of wings is backward, Fθ
x is negative. Since the aircraft

has pitch-up already, with the increase of θ, it pitches up more. Thrust is reducing in Z
direction, Fθ

z is negative.
Mu

y , Mw
y and Mq

y: u increase, airframe resistance and propeller resistance increase,
which leads to the tiltrotor pitching up, Mu

y is positive. w increase, thrust of wings is
forwarding, pitching-up moment reduces, Mw

y is negative. q increases, significant upward
airflow at horizontal tail is generated, thrust of horizontal tail in Z direction increases,
which leads to bigger nose-down moment, and Mq

y is negative.

5.2.2. Eigenvalue Analysis

Eigenvalues in flight mode is shown as Table 6. Different from the helicopter mode,
the flight mode has less severe longitudinal and lateral coupling than that in helicopter
mode and thus has much better stability. Eigenvalue analysis at forward speed of 100 m/s
in flight mode is performed.

Table 6. Eigenvalue of longitudinal module and lateral module in flight mode.

Flight Mode 100 m/s Eigenvalue

Longitudinal

−0.5295
−0.2232

−1.2688 + 5.7348i
−1.2688 − 5.7348i

Lateral

−0.9300 + 2.6358i
−0.9300 − 2.6358i

0.3028
−0.5295

0

Longitudinal eigenvalue: the longitudinal mode has long period and short period
(two modes). The external force generated after receiving disturbance makes it hard to
change flight speed but easy to change the angle of attack (incl. angle of pitch). The long
period mode corresponds to speed mode while the short period mode corresponds to the
angle of attack variation.

Lateral motion: large complex roots represent rolling convergence mode, since wings
converge quickly for large aerodynamic damping. Small complex roots correspond to
the spiral mode. A pair of complex conjugate roots represent oscillating motion mode,
also known as Dutch roll mode, a motion mode in which heading course and rolling
are recurrent.

6. Conclusions

This paper adopts the dividing modeling method, which breaks down a tiltrotor into
five parts, rotor, wing, fuselage, horizontal tail and vertical fin, develops aerodynamic
models for each part and thus obtains force and moment generated by each part. The force
and moment then is converted to the airframe coordinate frame. By blade element theory,
the rotor’s dynamic model and rotor flapping angle expression are built. Then, according
to mature lifting line theory, dynamic models of the wing, horizontal tail, and vertical fin
are built. At the meantime, the rotor’s dynamic interference on wings and nacelle tilt’s
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variance against center of gravity and moment of inertia are considered. A more perfect
mathematical model of the tilt rotor aircraft is established.

In the MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment, a non-linear tiltrotor simulation
model is built, Trim command is applied to trim the tiltrotor and an XV-15 tiltrotor is taken
as an example to validate accuracy and rationality of the model developed. Due to the lack
of complete XV-15 data, there will inevitably be some differences in the results. The results
show that the trend of the model is completely consistent with the actual data and GTRS
model, which validate the accuracy and rationality of the model developed.

In the end, the non-linear simulation model is linearized to get State-space matrix,
the stability derivative and eigenvalue of the tiltrotor are analyzed, and furthermore
the tiltrotor’s stability in each flight mode is studied. The stability of the aircraft in the
helicopter mode is poor, which must be improved through the control system. The vertical
and horizontal coupling of the flight mode is not as serious as that of the helicopter mode,
and the stability is much better than that of the helicopter mode. It therefore provides a
theoretical basis for the subsequent controller setting.
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Nomenclature

mNAC mass of the nacelle system
βM nacelle angle
RH rotor’s height against the wing
m gross weight of the airframe
I moment of inertia
I0 moment of inertia in helicopter mode
KI moment of inertia coefficient
Ib blade mass moment of inertia
Ω angular velocity of blade
β sideslip angle
MT blade flapping aerodynamic moment
Ms mass moment of the blade to the swinging hinge
g gravitational acceleration
r radius of blade
R hub center height
φ roll angle
θ pitch angle
ψ yaw angle
u linear velocity of the aircraft’s x-axis
v linear velocity of the aircraft’s y-axis
w linear velocity of the aircraft’s z-axis
p angular velocity of the aircraft’s x-axis
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q angular velocity of the aircraft’s y-axis
r angular velocity of the aircraft’s z-axis
β∗ inflow angle
Cy lift coefficient of blade airfoil
Cx drag coefficient of blade airfoil
W absolute velocity of air
ρ air density
Ts elemental thrust
Hs elemental backward force
Ss elemental side force
Mk elemental moment
CL lift coefficient
CD resistance coefficient
CM moment coefficient
A stress area
L lift force
D resistance force
Ts elemental thrust
Hs elemental backward force
Ss elemental side force
Mk elemental moment
Swssmax maximum area of slipstream zone
µmax advance ratio in helicopter mode
Sw f s result of wing area deducting slipstream zone area
Pwsl0 wing’s aerodynamic center position
ω rotational speed in the international system of units
λ propeller’s aerodynamic efficiency
δ manipulation quantity
δc rotor collective pitch
δe longitudinal cyclic pitch control amount
δail aileron control amount
δrud rudder control amount
δcc collective differential control amount
δec longitudinal period variable pitch differential
δele elevator control amount
Subscript
x vector component corresponding to the x-axis of the coordinate system
y vector component corresponding to the y-axis of the coordinate system
z vector component corresponding to the z-axis of the coordinate system
h parameter at the rotor hub center
R parameter of the right rotor
W wing
B body shafting
NAC nacelle shafting
H hub shafting
HW hub wind shaft system
W f l parameter in left wing free flow
ail parameter in aileron
Wsl parameter in left wing slipstream zone
w f s parameter in free flow zone
wss parameter in slipstream zone
f parameter at fuselage aerodynamic center
Ht parameter of a horizontal tail
VT parameter at vertical fin aerodynamic center
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